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Expanding objects and flowed subform issues
 
This form looks at some issues that you might encounter when allowing objects to expand. Note that this form is saved as 'Dynamic', which is necessary for expanding objects and flowing fields.  The flowed subform has a light green background. 
 
The first positioned subform is the incorrect approach when dealing with expanding objects. The second subform is flowed and is correct.  
The textfield above is set to allow multiple lines and expand its height to display all of the content (on exit). However this textfield is expanding in a positioned subform, so when the field expands it will cover this text and the fields below. 
Positioned subform - incorrect
Flowed subform - correct
The textfield above is set to allow multiple lines and expand its height to display all of the content (on exit). The good news is this textfield is expanding in a flowed subform, so when the field expands it will push this text and the fields below downwards.  The whole flowed subform is expanding to accommodate the increased size of its contents. Note that you can set the margins of each of the objects, to provide white space (gaps) between adjacent objects. 
This text is in another positioned subform. Note that because page1 is set to flowed, this text will also move down as the above textfield expands. 
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